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• Piloting district-level REDD 
implementation in two districts of Lam 
Dong province, south central Viet Nam

• About 30 ethnic minorities live in the 
two districts of which 6 are native

• FPIC is conducted in about 80 villages 
which have scope for REDD 
interventions

FPIC in Viet Nam



Lam Ha District

Di LinhDistrict
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Law on “Grass-roots 

Democracy”

• Ensure public order and social stability

• Respect the RIGHTS of people to know, comment, 
decide, implement and monitor

• Protect lawful interests of the State, organizations 
and individuals.

• Promote transparency and information disclosure

• Ensure the leadership of the Party and 
management role of the State.
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The RIGHT to information 

• Long and comprehensive list of things to be publicized: 

commune SEDP, budget, projects, investments, 

compensations, resettlements in the commune area, 

land use planning, population planning, inspection 

results, administrative procedures etc.

• These things have direct impact on people’s lives.

• These things are either at the commune level (SEDP, 

budget) or happen in the commune (Investment 

project).
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The RIGHT to decide or to 

comment

• Construction, investment, etc.: DECIDE

• Draft of SEDP, land use plans, development 
programmes, etc.: COMMENT

• People comment on the draft � approval by 
authorities � people know the final plans.



• Preparation involved adapting general FPIC 

guidelines to the specific context of REDD in Viet 

Nam

– Identification of stakeholders to consult in Lam Dong 

province

– Assessment of ethinc minority cultural perspectives 

on forest, land tenure and ownership, etc.

– Designing appropriate mode of interaction with the 

ethnic communities

Preparation



Ethnic composition of VN villages

Preparation

K’ho

Kinh

Ma

Tai
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Applying UN-REDD Guidelines

8 steps:

1. Legal/policy review and preparation of materials

2. Awareness raising at all levels

3. Recruitment of interlocutors

4. Training of interlocutors

5. Organization of village events by interlocutors

6. Implementation of village events

7. Recording of results

8. Independent verification (and evaluation in the case of UN-
REDD)



Design of Key messages
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Viet Nam FPIC: Awareness Raising 

Events 

Awareness raising: central, provincial, district, commune
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UN-REDD/Viet Nam FPIC 
Viet Nam FPIC : Communication 

Materials

Brochures (left) and Video (right) 

also used; produced in 2 

languages
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Viet Nam FPIC : Communication 

Materials

Posters designed and tested with 

villagers – their comments used 

to refine and improve designs



Source: EPA





• Engagement with ethnic groups in the villages 
was done by people from those same ethnic 
groups

– Language proficiency

– Cultural sensitivity

– Knowledge of protocols and customs

• Interlocutors were mostly young people with 
knowledge of environmental issues

Interlocutors
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Viet Nam FPIC : Recruitment of 

Interlocutors

24 recruited: 11 women; 8 IPs; 

mainly from local university 

and National Park Service
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Viet Nam FPIC : Training of 

Interlocutors
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Viet Nam FPIC: Implementation 

Villages covered:

22 in Phase 1

31 in Phase 2

25 in Phase 3
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Viet Nam FPIC: Decision Making 

Note: In Phase 1, villagers 

preferred a show of hands (do 

not like to sign names on paper).  

However, in later phases secret 

balloting used



• According to standard practice when external activities 
take place, district government officials were planning to 
attend the village meetings

• A decision was made to accommodate the local 
government officials, but keep them out of the actual 
village meetings
– A first meeting is held at the commune level (group of 6 –

10 villages) to announce the activity to the villagers and 
raise general awareness on REDD and the FPIC activity.  
Government officials are present and endorse the process

– Interlocutors then visit the villages without government 
officals present to allow free decision-making

Adjusting the process



Lessons Learned: Timeline

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

Preparation: Undertake legal analysis

Preparation: Discussions with Lam Dong

Tet (New Year)

Step 1: Lam Dong provincial workshop

Step 1: Preparation of communication materials

Step 1: District workshops

Step 1: Commune and zonal workshops

Step 2: Recruitment of interlocutors

Step 3: Training of interlocutors

Steps 4, 5 & 6: Village meetings

Step 7: Collection and documentation of results

Step 8: Independent verification
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Lessons and Implications

Awareness raising takes a long time – need for repeated events, 

both because of <100% attendance and because the concepts 

are difficult

The use of interlocutors is essential, and they are a wonderful 

resource – but do not all start from an equal footing, so more 

investment in training (for some, at least) is required
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Lessons and Implications

Some of the ethnic minority villagers were timid and did not 

participate in discussions – need more IP interlocutors; maybe 

need segregated events

Some villagers did not sign in the Participants list because they 

were afraid that their land would be revoked – also led to 

indication of consent by raising of hands
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Lessons and Implications

Concerns over the feasibility and sustainability of the project. 

The way benefits are allocated: how much land area will be 

distributed for protection? Would villagers receive payment from 

the project in an equitable way?

The need to follow-up with action: When will REDD come back? 

Specific benefits from REDD were not very clear: how long? How 

much? 
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Lessons and Implications

Evaluation found:

Local people had understood the basic issue, but related it only 

to forest conservation

Need to allow more time for internal discussion

Need to provide an effective recourse mechanism (New law on 

“denunciation”)
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Lessons and Implications

Scaling up: Estimated cost for entire province: $350,000

Maybe 40 provinces relevant for REDD+ in Viet Nam: 

$14 million
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